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Abstract
The employment of biotechnology-based approaches such as somatic embryogenesis has been applied to several plants
including Coffea sp. Despite the economic importance of this genus, few information about the role of key regulatory genes
in somatic embryogenesis in coffee is available. This work provides information about ABI3 and VAL2 genes performance by
RT-qPCR during indirect somatic embryogenesis of Coffea arabica. To achieve this, bioinformatics analysis was performed
to identify the genes of the B3 superfamily in the coffee genome. The cell suspensions lines presented similar histological
and regeneration patterns, yielding of up to 6.6 embryos per 1 mg of embryogenic aggregates at 7 months. We have identified
possible orthologs for VAL2 (Cc06g00410) and ABI3 (Cc01g17380) as well as the other members belonging to superfamily
B3. The CaABI3 expression was higher in dedifferentiated competent cells for somatic embryogenesis as compared with
non-embryogenic calli. Whereas the expression of VAL2 gene is more active in cotyledonary embryos and plantlets, showing
its clear performance in the embryogenesis late stages. The present study suggests that CaABI3 gene could be potentially
used as a biomarker for embryogenic process improvement. The good plantlets development obtained from the protocol used
may be a reflection of the high expression of CaVAL2 in cotyledonary embryos and plantlets.
Key message
The activity of CaABI3 is correlated to embryogenic potential with highly expressed in embryogenic masses and expression
of the VAL2 gene is increased at the end of the embryogenic process.
Keywords Embryogenic cultures · Coffee · RT-qPCR · Abscisic acid-insensitive 3 · Viviparous1/abi3-like2

Introduction
The employment of biotechnology-based approaches such as
somatic embryogenesis (SE) can effectively support breeding programs because it has a critical role at in vitro plant
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propagation and it is a powerful technique for synthetic seed
production, germplasm conservation of elite plant or genetically modified plants generation (Ahmad et al. 2011; Guan
et al. 2016; Martins et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2016). Several
crops that apply genetic engineering systems use embryogenic tissue culture as a strategy for transformation process,
as single epidermal cell origins for embryos might avoid chimeras (Barampuram and Zhang 2011; Normah et al. 2013).
In coffee approximately 100% efficiency in genetic transformation events have been obtained through the regeneration
of plants via indirect SE (Ribas et al. 2011).
Although SE is widely used, regeneration of somatic
embryos can be extremely reduced when the embryogenic
competence is present only in a small cellular agglomerates
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fraction, thus reducing the quality of plant material (QuirozFigueroa et al. 2006). Moreover, the empirical identification of the more suitable culture medium composition under
in vitro condition may be laborious, can be also genotype
dependent, and has a relation with tissue and physiological
conditions of the donor plant (Loyola-Vargas et al. 1999;
Golovko 2001; Ascencio-Cabral et al. 2008; Farzana et al.
2008; Simões et al. 2010; Malabadi et al. 2011; Pinto et al.
2011; Sun et al. 2011; Anandan et al. 2012; Florez et al.
2015).
Understand the mechanisms involved during the induction, maturation and somatic embryos conversion in different species will improve the development of an efficient
plant regeneration method. Physiological, biochemical and
molecular markers can be used to identify embryogenically
competent cells which could help to improve many of tissue culture current limitations related to cultivation time,
sensitivity and specificity of each culture (Cloutier et al.
1994; Jiménez 2001). Reverse-transcriptase quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) analysis stands out
as a reliable and efficient approach to identify key genes during SE in steps of induction and/or differentiation (Delporte
et al. 2013; Silva et al. 2014). Among the genes encoding
proteins that are part of the induction and development of
the embryos are those belonging to the ABI3 and HSI/VAL
family of the B3 domains (Suzuki and McCarty 2008). In
Arabidopsis thaliana the ABI3 family comprises the AFL
genes—ABSCISIC ACID-INSENSITIVE 3 (ABI3), FUSCA 3
(FUS3) and LEAFY COTYLEDON 2 (LEC2)—and HSI family is represented by the classical three members—HIGHLEVEL EXPRESSION OF SUGAR-INDUCIBLE GENE 2
(HSI2), HSI2-Like1 (HSL1) and HSI2-Like2 (HSL2). This
family is also known as VAL group—VIVIPAROUS1/ABI3Like1 (VAL1), VIVIPAROUS1/ABI3-Like2 (VAL2) and
VIVIPAROUS1/ABI3-Like3 (VAL3) (Tsukagoshi 2005;
Suzuki et al. 2007; Tsukagoshi et al. 2007; Swaminathan
et al. 2008).
Several studies have shown correlations between AFL
genes expression with the embryogenic response induction
in somatic tissues (Stone et al. 2001; Gaj et al. 2005; Kikuchi
et al. 2006; Ledwoń and Gaj 2009; Zhang et al. 2014). There
is no information regarding the contribution of VAL genes
to the regulation of somatic embryogenesis in plants. It
is known only that in zygotic embryogenesis these genes
together with other transcription factors are repressors of
the AFL genes and inhibition is required during germination
for the growth of the seedlings (Jia et al. 2013; Sharma et al.
2013). Our study proposes the identification and the expression analysis of one representative gene of each family—
ABI3 and VAL2—to ascertain the regulatory effect of these
genes during SE in Coffea arabica. Despite the agronomic
importance worldwide, only few genes with a direct role in
SE in coffee tissue culture are known.
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To better understand the genomic factors involved in key
regulatory genes in somatic embryogenesis and development
of more efficient regeneration protocols in coffee, we characterized the expression patterns of ABI3 and VAL2 during the
process of indirect SE in C. arabica. The work also involves
the global identification in silico of the B3 superfamily as
well as characterization of embryogenic potential by histological analysis and regeneration of plant material.

Materials and methods
Plant material and establishment of SE
Embryogenic calli, non-embryogenic calli, embryogenic cell
suspension cultures, somatic embryos at different stages of
development and coffee plantlets constituted the plant materials used in the experiment. Embryogenic and non-embryogenic calli were induced in five months from young leaves
of mother plants of C. arabica cultivar ‘Catuaí Amarelo
IAC 62’ using PM and SM media, according to the protocol
described by Teixeira et al. (2004).
Embryogenic cell suspensions were established at an
inoculum density of 10 g L−1 (Zamarripa et al. 1991) by
200 mg of embryogenic calli inoculation to 125-mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing 20 mL of liquid multiplication
medium CP (Van Boxtel and Berthouly 1996) but modified
to increase the concentration of myo-inositol to 100 mg L−1
and with addition 500 mg L−1 of citric acid. The flasks were
maintained in an orbital shaker at 100 rpm at 25 °C ± 2 °C, in
the dark. The cultures were subcultured every 15 days with
complete medium renovation. After 2 months, the embryogenic cell suspensions were used to start the experiment.
To analyze the time multiplication effect of cell suspension culture on the regeneration of somatic embryos, 40 mg
sectors of embryogenic aggregate were inoculated in 250mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing 40 mL of RR medium
(Maciel et al. 2016) modified with 0.5 mg L−1 of naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA). The flasks were maintained in an
orbital shaker at 100 rpm at 25 °C ± 2 °C, in the dark during
75 days. After this period, the total number of embryos per
sector was estimated with a stereoscopic microscope (EasyPath). A completely randomized design with two cell lines
of embryogenic cell suspensions was used, each line consisted of three biological replicates with 40 mg of embryogenic aggregates for repetition and six culture times (2, 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7 months). The data were processed by applying the
statistics software package R (R Development Core Team
2008), and polynomial regression analysis was conducted.
The embryos were transferred to Petri dishes with the
MGM solid medium as reported by Teixeira et al. (2004)
with modification, for the absence of indoleacetic acid (IAA)
for maturation and germination, in light room with a 12 h
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photoperiod. The plantlets were maintained in MS medium
with addition of 1 g L−1 of activated charcoal and 2.4 g L−1
Phytagel® (Sigma, St. Louis, USA).

Histological characterization
Samples of embryogenic cell suspension cultures (two cell
lines with diferent culture times: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 months),
were fixed with FAA70 (10% formaldehyde + 5% acetic
acid + 70% ethanol, v/v) for 48 h at room temperature,
dehydrated in a graded series of 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100%
ethanol. The samples were embedded in epoxy resin (Historesin® Leica) according to manufacturer’s protocol. The
blocks were sectioned into 2 µm slices using manual rotary
microtome (Easypath EP-31-20091), stained with 0.05%
toluidine blue (O’Brien et al. 1964) and observed under a
light microscope (Zeiss, Axio Scope). The cell diameters was
measured using AxioVision 4.8 capture system.

Bioinformatics analyses
Among the existing coffee species, only Coffea canephora
has the fully sequenced genome available for genomics studies of the coffee community, and for this reason, the characterization of the B3 family was performed only in the C.
canephora genome. Coffee proteins containing B3 domains
were obtained from the Coffee Genome Hub (http://coffe
e-genome.org/) by BLASTP using all B3 proteins of Arabidopsis as a query (e-value cut off 1e−5) and all identified
proteins were analyzed for the presence of the B3 domain
using conserved domains database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/cdd/). Multiple alignments with complete sequences
or domains were conducted using the CLUSTALW program
(Thompson et al. 1994) using default parameters and then
manually revised. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using
the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) and
p-distance on the Mega 7 program (Kumar et al. 2016) using
the neighbor-joining algorithm with the Poisson correction
distance and the pairwise deletion. The bootstrap values represent 1000 replicates (Sitnikova et al. 1995).
For in silico analysis of gene expression, were
selected sequences at the Coffee Genome Hub belonging to ABI3 and VAL family (Accession Cc06g00410,
Cc01g15330, Cc02g12530, Cc05g12680, Cc07g01190 and
Cc01g17380 for genes; Accession GSCOCP00023217001,
G S CO C P 0 0 0 1 6 5 7 6 0 0 1 , G S CO C P 0 0 0 2 9 2 7 1 0 0 1 ,
GSCOCP00021159001, GSCOCP00019208001 and
GSCOCP00016331001 for proteins). These sequences were
applied in a new search using the coffee expressed sequence
tag (EST) database (CAFEST) (Vieira et al. 2006). The Gene
Project interface (http://www.lge.ibi.unicamp.br/cafe/) was
used to search for reads by TBLASTX and TBLASTN. The
frequencies of reads from each EST-contig and singlet in the

CAFEST libraries were calculated, with subsequent normalization of the data. Normalization consisted of multiplying
the frequency of each read by the ratio between the total
number of reads from all libraries and the total number of
reads the library where it was expressed.

Relative real‑time PCR
Based on the sequences obtained at the in silico analysis,
primers for VAL2 and ABI3 genes were designed for RTqPCR using the Invitrogen® OligoPerfect Designer (Life
Technologies) tool. For the assays, total RNA was extracted
from embryogenic calli, embryogenic cell suspension with
different culture times and globular embryos using Macherey Nagel (Düren, Germany) NucleoSpin® kits, and from
non-embryogenic calli, heart/torpedo embryos, cotyledonary
embryos and plantlets using Invitrogen™ (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) Concert™ Plant RNA reagent.
Each sample comprised three biological replicates. For
embryogenic and non-embryogenic calli: each repetition
encompassed a set of ten calli obtained from diferent leaf
explants; for the two cell lines of embryogenic cell suspensions with diferent culture times (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 months):
each repetition consisted of 200 mg of cell agglomerates
for each cell line; for somatic embryos at diferent stages
of development: each repetition included 275 globular
embryos, 25 cordiform/torpedo embryos and 25 cotyledonary embryos; for cofee plantlets: each repetition included
25 plantlets. RNA extracts were treated with Ambion®
(Life Technologies) Turbo DNA-free kit reagents in order
to remove any contaminating genomic DNA. The quantity
and purity of total RNA was assessed with an ND-1000
spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, NC, USA), while quality and integrity were verified
using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) to ensure a RNA integrity number
(RIN) ≥ 7.0. The synthesis of cDNA from 1000 ng aliquots
of RNA was carried out using Applied Biosystems (Life
Technologies) High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription
kits according to the recommendations of the manufacturer.
RT-qPCR analyses were performed using an Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR system with a reaction mix
containing SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix 2X (Applied
Biosystems), 10 ng of cDNA, optimized concentrations of
primers (see Online Resource 1) and RNase-free water to a
total volume of 10 µL. Amplification conditions involved an
initial activation at 95 °C for 10 min and 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 15 s and combined annealing at 60 °C
for 1 min. All qPCR assays were carried out in technical and
biological triplicate. The specificity of each pair of primers
was verified by analysis of the dissociation (melting) curves.
The expression data were normalized with reference genes
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24S and PP2A (Freitas et al. 2017) and relatively quantified
by applying Pfaffl formula (Pfaffl et al. 2001).

Results
Regeneration and development of the somatic
embryos
The embryogenic calli selected in this study had intense
yellow coloration, granular texture and high friability,
whereas the non-embryogenic calli had high compaction
and brown coloration (Fig. 1a). Cell suspensions were initialized from EC culture in liquid medium (Fig. 1b) being
observed the cellular agglomerates darkening over time
(Fig. 1c). The regeneration process of somatic embryos
from cell suspensions was successfully obtained using
experimental media and conditions described by others
authors (Zamarripa et al. 1991; Van Boxtel and Berthouly
1996; Teixeira et al. 2004; Maciel et al. 2016). After
75 days on RR medium culture, the embryos formed with
similar developmental stages were transferred to MGM
medium (Fig. 1d, e), and left for more 60-days period,
where the embryos presented a start and/or complete cotyledons formation (Fig. 1f). The embryos were submitted to
germination process in MGM medium under light condition and after around 30 days the cotyledonary embryos

Fig. 1  Development of the somatic embryogenesis process in C.
arabica L. a Embryogenic (EC) and non-embryogenic calli (NEC).
b Embryogenic cell suspensions with 2-months culture time. c
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showed development of the radicle, evidencing the conversion of somatic embryos to plantlets (Fig. 1g).
According to variance analysis (ANOVA), there was
significant differences in the somatic embryos regeneration only considering the culture times (p = 0.00) (data
not shown). In both cell lines (L1 and L2) an increase
in embryo regeneration was observed within the evaluated period (2–7 months). The two suspension cell lines
presented an adjustment to the linear regression model
regarding the regeneration rate in somatic embryos as a
function of the culture time. At 2 months of culture L1
and L2 presented regeneration rate equivalent to 3.8 and
4.8 embryos per 1 mg of embryogenic aggregates, respectively. The highest time measured, 7 months, promoted the
additional formation of 6.6 embryos in both lines (Fig. 2).
The histological sections from embryogenic cell
suspensions L1 and L2 showed the presence of proembryogenic and non-embryogenic masses in all months
of evaluation (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 months) (Fig. 3). Nonembryogenic masses presented cells with 15–50 µm in
length, highly vacuolated, with irregular shapes and cell
walls of 1.8 µm. Proembryogenic masses has meristematic
regions with small cells (8–14 µm in diameter), isodiametric, with dense cytoplasm, cell walls of 0.4 µm, voluminous nucleus with clearly evident nucleoli.

Embryogenic cell suspensions with 7-months culture time. d Globular embryo. e Cordiform/torpedo embryo. f Cotyledonary embryo. g
Plantlets
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Fig. 2  Frequency of somatic
embryogenesis. Regeneration
rate per 1 mg of embryogenic
aggregates in two lines (L1 and
L2) of cell suspensions in C.
arabica L.

Identification and classification of the B3
superfamily in Coffea canephora
Romanel et al. (2009) identified 87 B3 proteins in the
Arabidopsis genome using the TAIR annotation (https://
www.arabidopsis.org/) and classified them into the five
known families: ARF (23 loci), VAL (3 loci), ABI3 (3
loci), RAV (13 loci) and REM (45 loci). We used these
proteins to perform the BASTP in Coffee Genome Hub
(http://coffee-genome.org/) and obtained 162 amino acid
sequences with significant similarity (e-value > 10 −5).
After confirmation of the presence of the B3 domain by
conserved domains database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/cdd/), we found 69 B3 proteins in the C. canephora
genome (Online Resource 3). Phylogenetic analysis of the
B3 superfamily in coffee genome comparative with Arabidopsis showed that this species possesses the same typical
families with different number of members: ARF (18 loci),

VAL (4 loci), ABI3 (2 loci), RAV (4 loci) ARF and REM
(41 loci) (Fig. 4).
The Cc06g00410 protein sequence presented appreciable
identity to B3 domain of the VAL2 protein from Arabidopsis
thaliana (92%) (Online Resource 3A). In addition to the B3
domain, VAL2 proteins contain CW zinc finger domain, also
present in Cc06g00410 but with low level of conservation
(Online Resource 3A). The protein sequence of Cc01g17380
corresponded to similarity of 92% to B3 domain of the ABI3
protein from Arabidopsis (Online Resource 3B). The two
proteins of coffee exhibit larger size compared to Arabidopsis: Cc06g00410 (852 aa) versus AtVAL2 (780 aa) and
Cc01g1738 (995 aa) versus AtABI3 (720 aa).

In silico expression analysis
The CAFEST database search resulted in obtaining three
EST-contigs and nine singlets with significant similarity
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Fig. 3  Histological dissection of the embryogenic cell suspensions lines of C. arabica L. in six culture times. a 2 months. b 3 months. c
4 months. d 5 months. e 6 months. f 7 months. PEM Proembryogenic masses, NEM non-embryogenic masses

(e-value < 10−4) to ABI3 and VAL family genes. EST-contig 1, singlets 1, 2 and 3 showed similarity to Cc06g00410
(CcVAL2) with in silico expression in the libraries of EM1,
SI3 (germinating seeds), LV4, LV5 (young leaves from
orthotropic branch), EA1 IA1, IA2 (embryogenic calli) and
CA1, IC1, PC1 (non-embryogenic calli with and without 2,4
D). EST-contigs 2, 3 and singlet 5 sequences similar to the
Cc06g06260 (CcVAL1) were identified in FB1, FB2, FB4
(flower buds in different developmental stages), LV4, LV5
(young leaves from orthotropic branch) and SH2 (water deficit stresses field plants). In singlets 4 and 9 with similarity to
Cc07g01190 (CcFUS3) showed expression for libraries of
FR4 (fruits from C. racemosa) and EM1, SI3 (germinating
seeds). Finally, in singlets 7 and 9 similar to Cc01g17380
(CcABI3) with exclusive expression only detected in EC1
(embryogenic calli from C. canephora). The expression
profiles of all the EST-contigs and singlets evaluated are
shown in Fig. 5.

Expression analysis of VAL2 and ABI3 genes
during SE in C. arabica
Based on the bioinformatic analysis we identify potential
somatic embryogenesis-related genes in coffee. Primers
were designed for two sequences: (1) Cc06g00410 potential
ortholog of VAL2 and (2) Cc01g17380 potential ortholog
of ABI3. To ensure specificity of the primers it was necessary to avoid regions of homology of the genic family while
designing primers. The RT-qPCR was used to quantify the
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abundance of VAL2 and ABI3 transcripts at different developmental stages of C. arabica SE. As indicated in Fig. 6
the expression profiles of two genes during indirect SE
were dissimilar. In the case of VAL2, the highest expression was found in the embryogenic stages of cotyledonary and plantlets, while in non-embryogenic calli, it was
reduced. The expression of ABI3 was almost undetectable
in the non-embryogenic calli, heart/torpedo and cotyledonary embryos, yet the highest levels were found in embryogenic cell suspension (2 months) and plantlets. Additionally, CaABI3 expression was much higher in embryogenic
calli and embryogenic cell suspension at all culture ages
(2–7 months) as compared to non-embryonic calli, corresponding to 122 up to 522 times more transcripts.

Discussion
The cultivar ‘Catuaí Amarelo IAC 62’ used in our study has
responded successfully to the induction of embryogenic calli
in PM and SM media established by Teixeira et al. (2004).
However, the embryogenic sectors multiplication as well as
regeneration and maturation of somatic embryos to plantlets
conversion was only possible by adapting protocols (Zamarripa et al. 1991; Van Boxtel and Berthouly 1996; Teixeira
et al. 2004; Maciel et al. 2016). It is well known that the
genotype can influence tissue culture, in the case of somatic
embryogenesis the formation of embryogenic sectors can
be altered depending on the cultivar used (Quiroz-Figueroa
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Fig. 4  Phylogenetic tree with deduced protein sequences of the B3 domain from Arabidopsis thaliana (At) and Coffea canephora (Cc). The
similarity dendrogram was constructed by the neighbor-joining method and significance of each node was tested using 1000 bootstrap replicates

et al. 2002; Teixeira et al. 2004; Gatica et al. 2007; Rezende
et al. 2011; Sané et al. 2012; Beena et al. 2014; Verma et al.
2016). Too many different protocols exist and cultivars display distinct outcomes to the same protocol in coffee (Campos et al. 2017). Obtaining a functional protocol for the cultivar ‘Catuaí Amarelo IAC 62’ is of a great importance for
biotechnological applications, as this cultivar stands out as
one of the most cultivated in Brazil, main coffee producer
country, because of high productivity, vigor and grain quality (Carvalho 2007).

Age of embryogenic cell suspensions influences
regeneration
It is possible to show that embryogenic cell suspensions can
be cultured for a long time in liquid medium (7 months). The
rates of regenerated embryos obtained were high-efficiency,
the embryogenic cell suspensions produced up to 6.6 globular embryos per 1 mg of calli, higher than the value recently
reported by Maciel et al. (2016) with 4 embryos per 1 mg

of calli. Moreover, we found positive correlation between
embryogenic sector aging and regenerative capacity. Unlike
C. arabica L. cell suspensions, it has been reported that the
regenerative capacity of embryogenic sectors decreased with
calli aging in species such as Triticum aestivum L. (Raja et al.
2009) and Citrus jambhiri Lush (Savita et al. 2011). In addition to the increase in coffee regeneration rate, the age of the
embryogenic calli cultivation also influences the achievement
of greater genetic transformation efficiencies via Agrobaterium tumefaciens. While calli cultivation over the period of
7–9 months yields efficiency was close to 100% of transformed
events, the 1-month culture efficiency was five times lower
(Ribas et al. 2011). Therefore, long-term embryogenic sector
studies becomes greatly important in order to lead to more
efficient protocols.
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Fig. 5  Heat map of EST-contigs and singlets expression levels
homologous ABI3 and VAL family sequences in the coffee libraries.
The normalized number of reads for the transcripts in each library is
represented by grayscale, where the darker the shade, the higher is the
expression. Coffee libraries: EA1, IA1, IA2: embryogenic calli; EM1,
SI3: germinating seeds (whole seeds and zygotic embryos); FB1,
FB2, FB4: flower buds in different developmental stages; FR4: fruits
from Coffea racemosa; CA1, IC1, PC1: non-embryogenic calli with
and without 2,4 D; LV4, LV5: young leaves from orthotropic branch;
SH2: water deficit stresses field plants (pool of tissues); EC1: embryogenic calli from Coffea canephora

Histological characterization during embryogenic
cell suspensions subculture
The elucidation the origin and development of coffee
somatic embryos was first described by Quiroz-Figueroa
et al. (2002). Distinction between embryogenic and nonembryogenic callus is important factor to improve protocols

Fig. 6  Gene expression profiles during embryogenic induction and
development of the somatic embryos in C. arabica. Relative expression of ABI3 and VAL2 were normalized with reference genes PP2A
and 24S. Different letters in columns represent the statistical significance of mean differences at a given time according to the Student’s
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for induction and regeneration of somatic embryos in vitro
(Ribas et al. 2011; Silva et al. 2014, 2015; Bartos et al. 2018).
Embryogenic cell suspensions can simultaneously present
proembryogenic and non-embryogenic masses (Mazarei
et al. 2011; Torres et al. 2015), as it was also observed in
both lines evaluated in our study at all cultivation times. It
is believed that this type of heterogeneity material can affect
cell suspensions viability, since non-embryogenic cells have
higher rates of cell division and, therefore, faster growth
(Ribas et al. 2011). Interestingly, it was observed that the
non-embryogenic masses did not increase considerably with
age (Fig. 3) and also did not negatively influence the somatic
embryos regeneration.
The correlation of plant material with the somatic
embryos potential regeneration exceeds cellular morphological typing. The somatic embryogenesis induction is related
to biochemical and physiological modifications (Abbasi
et al. 2016), with changes in the explants gene expression
pattern and in the competent cells reprogramming that will
be involved in the embryogenic process (Karami et al. 2009).
Among the genes characterized in Coffea sp., emphasis has
been given to the expression of SERK (Somatic Embryogenesis Receptor-Like Kinase), BBM (Baby Boom), WOX4
(Wuschel-Related Homeobox4) and LEC1 (LEAFY COTYLEDON1) genes (Nic-Can et al. 2013; Silva et al. 2014,
2015; Torres et al. 2015). Most of our knowledge about
molecular regulation during somatic embryogenesis has
been derived from others species such as Arabidopsis,
while our knowledge about mechanisms that promote gene
expression regulation of embryo development in coffee is
limited. Furthermore, few studies have integrated the rate
of regeneration of somatic embryos with expression profiles
and morphological changes involved in SE induction, as has
been reported here.

t test, p < 0.05. Each RT-qPCR was conducted with three independent
biological replicates. NEC non-embryogenic calli, EC embryogenic
calli, ECS embryogenic cell suspensions (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 months),
G globular, H heart/torpedo, C cordiform, P plantlet
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Phylogenetic studies

CaABI3 is highly expressed in embryogenic masses

The B3 gene family has been partially identified and/or
characterized at the functional level in some plant species but not in coffee. Phylogenetic tree represent five
subfamilies belonging to B3 family: ARF, RAV, REM,
VAL and ABI3. These subfamilies were perfectly distributed in five clades. The majority of B3 domain proteins
of coffee grouped the REM proteins, the high number
of members may have undergone extensive gene duplication events (Romanel et al. 2009). On the other hand,
RAV subfamily had the lowest number of members when
compared with Arabidopsis. Transcription factors of the
RAV subfamily members are involved mainly in flowering
and plant development process, however, they can also
respond to pathogen infections and abiotic stresses (Hu
et al. 2004; Castillejo and Pelaz 2008; Zhao et al. 2008;
Matías-Hernández et al. 2014).
ARF subfamily are the most studied of the B3 family
genes, with functional information related to jasmonic acid
production, ethylene and auxin signaling (Nagpal et al.
2005; Li et al. 2016; Jonsson et al. 2017; Wójcikowska
and Gaj 2017). In Arabidopsis, the ARF5, ARF6, ARF10
and ARF16 showed up-regulation during induction of SE,
while ARF8 and ARF17 presented activity in embryos formation and development (Wójcikowska and Gaj 2017).
Among the 18 coffee sequences grouped in the ARF subfamily clade we identified possible orthologs for ARF5
(Cc10g01900), ARF6 (Cc09g08740 and Cc05g00510) and
ARF8 (Cc07g12410).
In most species, ABI3 subfamily is represented by AFL
genes: ABI3, FUS3 and LEC2. However, the C. canephora
genome has only two members (ABI3 and FUS3). A LEC2
ortholog could not be identified in C. canephora as well as in
Solanum lycopersicum genome (Carbonero et al. 2017). The
extensive roles of the AFL B3 genes are related to several
aspects of embryogenesis, including the maturation phase
(Swaminathan et al. 2008; Radoeva and Weijers 2014). In
our analysis, we found four amino acids sequences grouped
into the VAL clade. Reports indicate that VAL1 and VAL2
genes have a role in the repression of AFL genes during
germination, although they are also expressed during seed
maturation program (Swaminathan et al. 2008; Jia et al.
2013; Sharma et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2016).
With in silico expression profile support, we identified
ESTs with similarity to VAL2 and ABI3 of C. canephora
that showed expression in the embryogenic calli. Therefore,
CcVAL2 and CcABI3 are potential somatic embryogenesisrelated genes. These genes were then selected to be analysed
by RT-qPCR in samples comprising embryogenic and nonembryogenic calli, embryogenic cell suspensions with diferent culture times, somatic embryos at diferent developmental
stages and plantlets of the C. arabica.

The CaABI3 expression was higher in embryogenic calli and
embryogenic cell suspension, as compared to non-embryogenic calli, suggesting that the CaABI3 activity is correlated
with embryogenic potential in coffee. It was reported that
ABI3 transcription factor seemed to act in controlling embryonic gene expression and seed sensitivity to abscisic acid
(ABA) in Arabidopsis (Nakashima et al. 2006). Differential
expression of the ABI3 gene was also observed in embryogenic cultures of carrot (Shiota et al. 1998) and Arabidopsis
(Ikeda-Iwai et al. 2002, 2003). However, the expression profiles of the VP1 gene (orthologous to ABI3 from Arabidopsis) analyzed in banana (Musa spp.) and rye (Secale cereale L.) did not show similar patterns. In banana, the gene
exhibited high expression in both embryogenic and nonembryogenic cell suspensions, and the samples presented
up to 60,000 more transcripts when compared to the control
explant (Shivani et al. 2017). In rye the expression level
of ScVP1 was basal in the analyzed tissues (leaves, zygotic
embryos and calli), except for the callus of non-embryogenic
line collected after 4 weeks of culture in induction medium
(presented 16 times more transcripts than the embryogenic
line) (Gruszczyńska and Rakoczy-Trojanowska 2011).
Moreover, high expression of ABI3 at all times of embryogenic cell suspension in conjunction with somatic embryos
regeneration showed the maintenance of high embryogenic
competence over the period of time studied. Unlike other
reports that suggest culture age decreases embryogenic
competence (Ikeda-Iwai et al. 2002; Raja et al. 2009; Savita
et al. 2011; Torres et al. 2015), our results show that the
high proliferation rate of embryogenic cell suspension does
not lead to embryogenic competence decrease because cell
suspension lines with 7 months cultive presented the highest regeneration rates. In addition, the expression pattern of
the gene CaABI3 could be even higher for the ECS in every
analysed times (Fig. 6) if the cells were homogeneous, which
it is not the case, since the ECS was heterogeneous and not
composed only by proembryogenic masses (Fig. 3).
The CaABI3 gene exhibited high expression in the initial
embryo formation (globular stage), which inferred that gene
played key roles during the coffee embryogenesis initiation.
Similar pattern was observed in SERK expression - molecular marker of competent cells—in Passiflora edulis (Rocha
et al. 2016), Ananas comosus (Ma et al. 2014) and Cyclamen
persicum (Savona et al. 2012). Therefore, we suggest that
ABI3 gene may be also used to identify cell competency
for SE process in C. arabica. Similarly, study the CaSERK
revealed similar gene expression patterns for NEC, EC and
ECS in C. arabica (Silva et al. 2014). We postulate that
CaABI3 and CaSERK can be served as promising molecular markers for the embryogenic cells in the species. However, for to increase reliability, it is crucial that the gene
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marker is highly expressed at that particular stage of SE
(Mahdavi-Darvari et al. 2015). Hence, the CaABI3 gene may
be more appropriate because it presents a greater difference
of transcripts in relation to verified with CaSERK. The ABI3
gene encodes a transcription factor functioning in the ABA
signaling pathway (Gao et al. 2013). During the late stage
of zygotic embryogenesis, it is observed the ABA peak
level, when the embryos start to acquire desiccation tolerance, decreases in water content and become dormant seeds
(Ikeda et al. 2006). In contrast, the expression of CaABI3
was hardly observed in the heart/torpedo and cotyledonary
stage this possibly occurred because somatic embryos do
not have the genetic programming for dormancy and do not
accumulate ABA. In fact, many reports observed that level
of endogenous ABA in the somatic embryos is extremely
low (Kamada and Harada 1979; Gawronska et al. 2000;
Fraga et al. 2016; Maślanka and Janowiak 2016).
Interestingly, the highest levels of ABI3 transcripts were
observed in plantlets. We hypothesize that the CaABI3 is
expressed before lateral root development. Previous studies found that ABA may integrate other hormonal signaling
pathways, for instance, auxin pathway (Brady et al. 2003;
Rock and Sun 2005; Thole et al. 2014; Ren and Wang 2016;
Li et al. 2017; Shuai et al. 2017). The sensitivity to auxin
correlates with the sensitivity to ABA (Thole et al. 2014).
Although the auxin is considered the primary hormone
regulating root meristem function, ABA also has shown to
modulate the major control points of root growth: regulate
root meristem function, modulate root length and lateral root
development (Harris 2015). ABA plays a positive role in the
stimulation of lateral roots (Harris 2015) inducing expression of ABI3 (Brady et al. 2003; Smet et al. 2006).

Expression of CaVAL2 is increased in late stage
of the somatic embryo
To our knowledge, the functional characterization of the VAL
genes was performed only on zygotic embryogenesis. During this embryogenesis process, VAL genes are involved in
the role of repressing the AFL network during germination
for seedling growth to occur normally (Suzuki et al. 2007;
Sharma et al. 2013; Jia et al. 2014) although the VAL genes
are also expressed in many tissues (Tsukagoshi 2005). A
result shows that VAL´s member has the potential to regulate
gene expression at both the epigenetic and transcriptional
level (Schneider et al. 2016).
Our results showed that expression of CaVAL2 was upregulated expression in plantlets and cotyledonary embryos,
this expression profile in C. arabica was not described by
any other study. The genes regulated during later stages of
somatic embryogenesis may serve as developmental markers
for improving the regeneration (Che et al. 2006; EnríquezValencia et al. 2019). Based on the high expression in the
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later stage embryos, the CaVAL2 gene can contribute for
selection of good material in bioreactor production of clonal
coffee. CaVAL2 can play an essential role in regulating the
transition from embryo maturation to plantlets growth. Corroborating, VAL1/VAL2 double mutants of Arabidopsis show
irregular development of cotyledons and radicle (Tsukagoshi
et al. 2007).
Based on our results, VAL2 does not seem to repress ABI3
targets, the high expression of VAL2 occurred at a stage of
the somatic embryo following the low ABI3 transcript. Schneider et al. (2016) concluded that VAL1 in Arabidopsis
seems to repress FUS3 targets in particular, and to some
extent those of LEC1 and LEC2, but not ABI3 targets.
This study identifies and observes the expression of probable orthologs of ABI3 and VAL2 during the whole process
of somatic embryogenesis in C. arabica integrated with histological analysis and regeneration rates. Histological analysis from embryogenic cell suspensions allowed the identification of proembryogenic and non-embryogenic masses
in all months in vitro culture. The activity of CaABI3 is
correlated to embryogenic potential with highly expressed
in embryogenic masses and expression of the VAL2 gene is
increased at the end of the embryogenic process. Furthermore, the rate of regeneration of somatic embryos from cell
suspensions increased in relation to the culture time. The
results presented here may help to elucidate the embryos
induction process and facilitate the development of efficient
coffee plant regeneration procedures.
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